
The  Sketchbook  Journey  Step
5: Sketchbooks In Action
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Sketchbooks Owned by Artists
Sketchbooks are powerful tools. Explore the secret
powers of sketchbooks with artist, Jo Blaker. Find
more of Jo’s videos exploring sketchbooks here.

On this page you will find lots of sketchbooks
owned by artists, students and teachers! Explore
the  different  and  exciting  ways  in  which
sketchbooks  are  used  to  generate  and  develop
ideas, capture moments in time and explore the
world around us.

Explore Resources…
Jo Blaker
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Jo shares her passion for sketchbooks and
why they mean so much to her

Scarlett Rebecca

Set  drawing  challenges,  write  down
recipes  and  understand  the  world  you,
inspired by Scarlett’s sketchbooks
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Rachel Parker

See  how  Rachel  uses  sketchbooks  to
collect colour, inspiring her designs

Claire Harrup

Claire  Harrup  shares  how  she  uses  her
sketchbooks as “scrap books”
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Rosie Hurley

3d Illustrator Rosie Hurley shows us how
she  develops  ideas  through  sketchbook
work

Inbal Leitner

Illustrator  Inbal  Leitner  demonstrates
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how she uses sketchbooks to respond to
poetry

Tatyana Antoun

A  3D  pop-up  sketchbook  by  fashion
designer Tatyana Antoun

Saoirse Morgan
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See  how  Saoirse  fills  concertina
sketchbooks  to  use  as  inspiration  for
bigger paintings

Jo Blaker

Jo shares her grandfathers book which she
uses as a sketchbook

Tonka Uzu
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Artist  Tonka  Uzu  shares  how  she  uses
sketchbooks  to  help  develop  the  ideas
behind her evocative illustrations

Andrea Butler

Andrea  from  AccessArt  shares  her
sketchbooks  made  from  old  books  and
magazines

Jonathan Ford
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A Sculptor’s Sketchbook

Debbie Greenaway

An Illustrator’s Sketchbook

Rob Gill

An Illustrator’s Sketchbook
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Felix Liebig

An Architect’s Sketchbook

Gemma Longbottom

An Animator’s Sketchbook

Emma Davies
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An Artist’s Sketchbook

Sketchbooks Owned by Pupils
Sketchbook Exploration of Paul Nash

Katherine  Woodard  shares  how  she  used
sketchbooks to help an exploration of war
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artist Paul Nash

A  Sketchbook  Journey  at  Haslingfield
Primary School

Teacher Katherine Woodard talks through
how sketchbooks are used in her setting

Early Primary Sketchbooks

Pupil’s begin sketchbook work
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Making Elastic Band Sketchbooks

Andrea Butler shares a session at Philip
Southcote  school,  making  elastic  band
sketchbooks

The art of Zines

Explore  a  zine  created  by  a  group  of
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creative Sixth Form students

Walking Sketchbooks

Teenagers take their sketchbooks into the
streets

Sketchbooks Owned by Teachers
Teachers  make  sketchbooks  at  the
Fitzwilliam Museum
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Teachers use drawings made during a CPD
session to make sketchbooks

Using Sketchbooks in a gallery

Teachers  use  sketchbooks  to  help  them
see, understand and reflect, in a gallery
environment
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